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Development of the Millennium – FAOUN
Angola received a homage by the FAO – United Nations Organization
in Rome for the Agriculture and Food since this country has reached
the first Objective for Development of the Millennium by reducing by
half the percentage of population suffering from hunger and
malnutrition in Angola.
FAO’s General Director requested the President of Angola to promote
a high level forum in 2014 regarding the family agriculture politics
implemented in Africa.
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The Angolan importations from Portugal reached the value of
1.127.404 thousand Euros in the first quarter of 2013, which
corresponds to a growth of 95,76% comparing with the same period of
2012.
The exportations of Angolan products to Portugal registered the
amount of 913.367 thousand Euros, 10,96 more than what was
registered in the same period of 2012.

Entrepreneurial Support
The Small and Medium Enterprises Support National Institute
(INAPEM), which certifies micro, small and medium enterprises is
changing its offices to Avenida Marginal de Luanda, n.º 80, near the
Agostinho Neto University’s Science College.
This change of office falls within the scope of the revitalization
process initiated two years ago, which was driven by the Micro, Small
and Medium Enterprises Law. This Law implies granting INAPEM with
the necessary human and physical structures in order to respond to
Angola’s entrepreneur’s needs and requests.

Railways
In the provinces of Benguela, Bié, Huambo and Moxico, along the
Benguela Railway, the agricultural entrepreneurs and small producers,
which are organized in entrepreneurial associations, manifest their
contentment regarding the regular circulation of the train, which
facilitates the transport of people and goods.
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Development in Luanda
The Strategic Coordination Council of Luanda has decided to speed up
a series of structural works in the Angola’s capital.
The reconstruction of the Golfe’s road is already in its third phase and
the execution of the peripheral road that connects VianaCabolombo
FutungoPanguila shall be done in September next year, as well as the
infrastructures of Boavista area and the rehabilitation of the
Comandante Kima Kianda Street and Ngola Kiluanje Avenue. The
widening of the road connecting CamamaViana II – Kikuxi Catete
Road shall be concluded on July, next year.
The rehousing program for the population who lives in
endangered/risky areas is currently searching and identifying new
areas for the construction of new houses.
Besides the above mentioned construction works, the preparation
works relating to the protection and stabilization of the Boavista and
Sambizanga hillsides have also started as well.
On what concerns the water supply, it is foreseen the installation of
networks for the water supply of 700 000 families, which shall
comprise all the capital’s municipalities in a period of 27 months.
Furthermore, the already in course Bita and Quilongo Grande projects
shall have enough water production capability in order to cover the
deficit on the supply and expansion of the networks of Luanda.
A new macro drainage project will be implemented, as well as the new
road system and town planning, which will help prevent floods.
The construction project of the second rail of the Luanda Railway has
already been approved, as well as the construction of four level
crossings in the zones where this railway intersects with the road in
Bengo. The Luanda Rail Roads shall also initiate the circulation of four
new trains, between 6.30 pm and midnight, which shall contribute to
the increasing of the population’s mobility between Viana and Bungo
station, downtown Luanda and as well to minimize the circulation of
people in the peripheral areas of the city.
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The Angolan Industrial Association (AIA) announced the creation of a
“Lusophone development free trade zone” in the south region of the
country, in Lubango, in order to gather entrepreneurial investment. This
project is supported by the Portuguese Speaking Countries
Community’s entrepreneurs and businessmen and is also opened to
investors from the provinces of Huíla, Namibe and Cunene.
AIA’s goal is to transform the south area of Angola in a regional
integration platform which establishes the connection between this
country and Portuguese Speaking Countries Community countries and
also with the Austral Africa.
For that purpose, this free trade zone shall have tax benefits
supported by the Angolan Government.
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According to recent news from the press, Angolan companies are
recruiting more than half of its foreign employees from Portugal,
mainly for middle and higher management places, thus transforming
Portugal into the main foreign recruitment base for Angolan

enterprises.
A study by the “Let’s Talk Group” also reveled that more than half of
the Angolan companies resources are looking for Portuguese
professionals to fulfill the employment places, especially for medium
and higher management places.
At the present date there are more than 100 000 Portuguese nationals
working in Angola and 8 000 Portuguese companies.

Banks
The minimum capital needed for the incorporation of a bank in Angola
increased from 600 million Kwanzas to 2,5 billion Kwanzas, followed
by the National Bank of Angola’s proposal approved last May by the
Council of Ministers’ Economic Commission.
This measure is also applicable to the banks with inferior capital,
which shall proceed to the respective adjustments until June, 2014.

Angolan Companies
The new Angomédica, a company with two drugs production units in
Luanda and Benguela, reappears on national market with an annual
production of 40 million pharmaceutical products with prices
comparable to those of the imported products.
Bromangol a labowning company which performs tests on imported
food goods and is rendering its services to the Angolan Customs since
2012, is another growing notable enterprise.
The Kero supermarket chain was qualified as Excellency Brand in
Angola by Superbrands, which is the entity who identifies the best
Angolan brands each year.
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The municipality’s silos built in Matala, Caconda, Caluquembe and
Vila Branca, which have capacity between 12.000 and 2.300 tons shall
begin to work on the processing and storage of cereals from
September, 2013.
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Fishery
Countries like Angola, Gabon, the Republic of Congo and the
Democratic Republic of Congo established a regional sardine
management plan having as aim the sustainability of sardine fishery in
these four countries and also the establishment of science and
management information exchange between these countries.

Petroleum
Angola has registered the need for many experts on the areas of
Petroleum and Gas Law, since these are areas in which there are
negotiations of huge contracts. The petroleum group BP is sponsoring
training in these areas.

Cooperating with Angola
Italy is looking forward to strengthening ties with Angola and, for that
purpose, is promoting a series of measures, from which we would like
to highlight the professional training project on the areas of
engineering, medicine and tourism that two Italian petroleum
companies have been rendering to Angolan professionals.
Besides what was mentioned before, Italy is willing to reestablish the
cooperation with Angola in the fishery sector and Angola, in its turn,
wishes to reinforce and consolidate its partnership with the Italian
petroleum industry mainly in the areas of extraction and transformation
industries.
As for Japan, this country has chosen the areas of agriculture and
health for possible Japanese investments in the province of Moxico,
where there is currently being implemented an agricultural project
involving 124 families by the Mother Teresa of Calcuta Foundation in
the outskirts bounderies of the city of Luena.
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